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Background material

In 1984 Edward Wilson published his theory of biophilia 
where he argued we “subconsciously seek (connections) 
with the rest of life” and nature because they create 
positive feelings. Many people now listen to sounds of 
nature to relax or focus. 

Musicians like Björk and Equiknoxx have recorded songs 
with birdsong and other natural elements on them.

Diego Stocco is a good example for inspiration. 

For advice on editing your recordings and creating music 
explore the Garageband tutorial.  

If you cannot access your own sounds why not use 
the British Library recordings? On this website you 
can playback wildlife, sound effects, weather, water and 
soundscapes.  

HOME LINK AND COMMUNITY 
PARTNERSHIP

• If the family have access to the technology 
encourage children to go and make their own 
sound recordings over the weekend and  
present to class the following week.

• Record sounds – can the rest of the class 
identify what it is and where it occurred?

• Can you find music recordings that reflect  
local places, landscapes or characters?

• The Cairngorms National Park’s Literary 
Landscapes interactive map can be used to 
upload film and sounds. 

• Literary Landscape worksheets

LESSON PLAN

• Using Diego Stocco as inspiration show children how we can record different sounds using nature.  
• Go outside and experiment with noises in nature - listen to the sound of the weather (wind passing through 

plants, rain on surfaces).
• Create your own sounds using natural materials (stone, plants, surfaces) and different ‘playing’ techniques (rubbing, 

dropping, banging, scratching).
• Do you want to integrate the human element? Can you make your own sound effects using voice or body?
• Now in groups start to create and record different sounds onto a platform such as Garageband. 
• Now lay and blend your recorded tracks over one another, explore looping, volume and speed to create your 

own piece of music.
• Present your piece to the rest of class.

REFLECTIVE QUESTIONS

• Does your piece of music reflect the journey you took around your outdoor space?
• Does your piece of music reflect a journey over time as it evolves and develops?
• Does your piece of music reflect the emotions you were feeling at the time or does your creation give you a 

certain feeling?
• Can you find other pieces of music recordings that you enjoy? 
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A sound journey

E X P E R I E N C E  5

LEVEL 
First - third 

Create and record your own sounds using natural materials  
in your own school ground or local environment.

CURRICULUM LINKS
• Performance and presentations: EXA 1a, EXA 3.01A, 3.01B
• Music: EXA 17a, EXA 18a
• Technology: TCH 1.01b, 2.01a, TCH 04a, 04b

https://youtu.be/216H3DjFaxM
https://youtu.be/agQhk5j_WOc
http://www.diegostocco.com/music-from-nature/
https://help.apple.com/garageband/mac/10.3/
https://sounds.bl.uk/Environment
https://cairngorms.co.uk/caring-future/education/learning/literary-landscapes/
https://cairngorms.co.uk/caring-future/education/learning/literary-landscapes/
https://cairngorms.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/WORKSHEETS_5.2.20.pdf
http://www.diegostocco.com/music-from-nature/



